
 

Prominent courier and delivery companies powered by
AfriGIS

Cut costs by optimising first time deliveries with AfriGIS Search

More and more prominent courier and delivery companies are using AfriGIS Search, powered by IntiendoLS, to capture
and validate correct addresses for optimal first time deliveries.

AfriGIS Search, powered by IntiendoLS, is an advanced address capturing, cleaning and geocoding solution that enables
you to use the e-commerce, ERP or bulk interface to capture, verify and maintain accurate, updated and geocoded
customer addresses -therefore you can get a single, verified, geocoded customer database that can be used throughout
your organisation to increase profitability and efficiency in your business.

Experience how AfriGIS Search, powered by IntiendoLS, improves service delivery of prominent delivery and courier
companies:
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Validated and Geocoded Addresses and Erven

https://www.afrigis.co.za/solutions/products/locate/intiendols/


Old and new names

Optimised Delivery Routes

Benefits:

Fast, simple and correct address capturing, validation and maintenance.
A verified geocoded customer address database that drives customer interaction and locality from the bottom up,

improving your territory decision making, customer segmentation and driving efficiencies around logistics.
Never worry about address data quality again.

https://www.afrigis.co.za/solutions/products/locate/intiendols/
https://www.afrigis.co.za/solutions/products/locate/intiendols/


The Intiendo life cycle:

Capture
Clean
Verify & Classify
Locate & Map
Centralise & Consolidate
Analyse & Report

Try it now:
http://www.afrigis.co.za/solutions/products/locate/intiendols/
Speed | Address validation | Simplicity | e-Commerce | ERP | Suggestion Reference datasets | CRM maintenance
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Location intelligence is the secret weapon of data-driven banking 13 Mar 2024
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What are you looking for? 14 Feb 2024

Steering FMCG growth with GIS insights 30 Jan 2024

AfriGIS

We create ONE OF A KIND GEOSPATIAL SOLUTIONS. We use geospatial information science to bring
information about WHERE to life across industries and in any application. This helps our clients unlock
value through better business intelligence.
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